
Turboboost your 
sales and margin

We take RFID to the next level 
far beyond inventory accuracy

Perfect sales floor replenishment to prevent every stockout

Speed up instore product access and cash-out 
to prevent sales loss

Maximize online customer choice with unified inventory

Deploy unmatched Click & collect and ship-from-
store services that even Pure Players can’t beat

Enhance instore customer experience 
and average basket

Digitalize fitting and selling ceremonies for a best in class 
customer experience

Provide real-time inventory availability to customers and 
sales associates

Make cross-selling suggestions at every new interaction to 
do as well as online

Capture every instore unprocessed intent to purchase to 
complete customer profile information

Trigger efficient CRM activations (on categories that 
interested but will be purchased later)

Cross in-store and online products interactions to enhance 
customer understanding and predictivity

Move to demand chain

Maximize conversion rate both on and 
offline

Leverage your instore navigation data 
to boost CRM and AI efficiency

Stores run for 
300 € / month all 

included (SW, HW 
and labels)

We cut HW 
deployment and 

logistic costs

We activate 
unpublished 

synergies so you 
boost your CRM 
and AI efficiency



Omnichannel efficiency 
with low stock depth SKU’s

CRM booster & Big data enabler

Turn your stores into mini DC, achieve internal orders (store kiosks), ship from store and 
click & collect orders even with low stock coverage (stock depth < 2)

Exclusive “Black boxes store’s data” for predictive demand chain, inventory rebalancing 
between stores to manage slow movers, dynamic products allocation, CRM activation

Integral tracking Supply 
at the unit level

99% inventory accuracy, 0 waste, perfect DDMRP, reduction of the stock in stores and of the 
volumes to destock, acceleration and reliability of the warehouse operations

Store operation & 
customer experience

Customers satisfaction, conversion rate, comparable store productivity , inventory daily 
process and orders handled in full mobility

Basic

Advanced 

End-to-end tracking 
at unit item level 

with real-time update 
of the inventory 
available for sale

Use RFID technology far beyond inventory accuracy 
to maximize your margin and sell-through, to build a 
strong ROI and to succeed your digital transformation

The digitalized inventory 
management solution 
in streaming mode
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Partner for easy integration

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiuD1CVX7FI&feature=youtu.be


